WARNING: The Republican Presidential candidate Trump’s language is so offensive in how it objectifies women that it may be triggering to sexual assault victims.

In a just released video, the audio reveals Trump making extremely vulgar comments about women referring to them as “bitches” and stating that he can “do anything” to women, boasting, “Grab them by the pussy.” As Daniella Gibbs Leger of Center for American Progress stated referring to Trump’s comment about “the pussy,” these remarks are disturbing not only for the language but “because he’s famous, he thinks he can treat women like possessions.” This is representative of the sexual assault-rape culture.

The story was broken by David Fahrenthold of WaPo, who describes the incident having taken place while Trump was riding on a bus while doing a cameo appearance for Days of our Lives in 2005. Trump was chatting with several crew members and used extremely lewd and misogynist language. In fact, Trump out and out boasts about sexual assault.

Whatever you want,” says another voice, apparently Bush’s.
“Grab them by the p---y,” Trump says. “You can do anything.”
I moved on her like a bitch, but I couldn’t get there. And she was married,” Trump says. “Then all of a sudden I see her, she’s now got the big phony tits and everything. She’s totally changed her look.”
“Your girl’s hot as s---, in the purple,” says Bush, who’s now a co-host of NBC’s
“Today” show.
“I’ve gotta use some tic tacs, just in case I start kissing her,” Trump says. “You know I’m automatically attracted to beautiful -- I just start kissing them. It’s like a magnet. Just kiss. I don’t even wait.”
“And when you’re a star they let you do it,” Trump says. “You can do anything.

Trump recorded on hot microphone having extremely lewd conversation about women in 2005.https://t.co/JV3A9oBJ7c
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AUDIO:

Warning- The Republican Presidential candidate Trump’s language is so offensive in how it objectifies women that it may be triggering to sexual assault victims. Trump audio here:
https://t.co/3iyrE2RH84
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Trump recorded having extremely lewd conversation about women in 2005
Donald Trump bragged in vulgar terms about kissing, groping and trying to have sex with women during a 2005 conversation caught on a hot microphone — saying that “when you’re a star, they let you do it” — according to a video obtained by The Washington Post.
The video captures Trump talking with Billy Bush of “Access Hollywood” on a bus with Access Hollywood written across the side. They were arriving on the set of “Days of Our Lives” to tape a segment about Trump’s upcoming cameo on the soap opera.
The tape obtained by the Post includes audio of Bush and Trump’s conversation inside the bus, as well as audio and video once they emerge from it to begin shooting the segment.
In that audio, Trump discusses a failed attempt to seduce a woman, whose full name is not given in the video.
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Never before has Trump issued an apology so quickly. He does apologize, sort of, but not really. He actually justifies his behavior as being ok because it was “locker room talk” that didn’t occur in a locker room. He then goes on to deflect to Bill Clinton.